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Introduction
It’s no secret that the amount of data in the world is
growing. One study predicts there will be up to 44
zettabytes of data by the end of this decade alone.
That’s nearly as many data points as there are stars in
the sky. So how does government get a handle on this
ever-growing data?
For many resource-constrained government
agencies, a storage strategy to manage that
expansive information needs to be put in place
before the data management challenge detracts
from the mission at hand.
To help the public sector better understand how
to extract value from big data, GovLoop partnered
with Quantum, a leading expert in scale-out storage,
archive and data protection. This industry perspective
takes a look at the rapidly growing use of big data, as
well as storage strategies that can help government
agencies better manage data as they capitalize on
newfound insights.
GovLoop spoke with Claire Giordano, Senior Director of
Emerging Storage Markets at Quantum, who explained
the rise in big data and what government organizations
wealth of information.
Multi-tier storage — a solution where data can be
— is an approach being used more and more in big
movement of data between types of storage such
archives and cloud can be a key enabler to unlocking
the value in big data, Giordano said.
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The Astronomical
Growth of Data
Before diving into how to manage big data, it’s
important to understand why so much data is being
growth also determine how it can be tackled.
The exponential increase in the amount of data
being created has many organizations struggling to
challenges, I’m talking about solving the complex data
Several factors are contributing to the increase in big data:
Raw data growth. The evolving sophistication of
technology is simply creating more data than ever
before. Cameras and sensors can be placed on
almost anything today, from drones to buildings
to satellites, creating a wealth of data to power
mission-critical decision making.
Advanced analytics capabilities. Once that
initial data is captured, advanced analytics
technology lets scientists and government users
do more with it. However, the software analysis
creates new, unique datasets that also require
processing and storage.
Increased retention. Because technology
advancements have created new ways to
repurpose data, more data is being preserved
for potential future use even when it is not
agencies have very long retention periods –
cases for example. In fact, when you ask life
sciences researchers what the retention timeline
Giordano said.
Additionally, legislative mandates and compliance
regulations require more agencies to maintain
detailed archives of their past operations and data.
Giordano said.
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the insights that organizations derive from the data —
into a single namespace. While data is moved to the optimal storage
tier behind the scenes, users access their data in the same familiar

The right storage infrastructure can transform the way
agencies capture, share, analyze and preserve data.
deriving value from that data and turning the raw data

teams of researchers all sharing data within the same organization,”
Giordano said. “Some of them are accessing it over really slow Internet
Channel, for example. And each team might have its own operating
environment or applications it depends on to get work done.”

storage to unlock the value in big data.

1. Enable shared access.
“All government users need access to their data, right? That’s what
they care about,” Giordano said. “They care about getting access to
the data when, where and how they need it. And not just for today’s
sure they will have access to this data in the future.” That means
agencies must deploy intelligent data management solutions that
ensure that their users have long-term access to the data they need
with the performance they need, even at massive scale.
Collaboration is crucial to organizational goals. “More and more,
teams are collaborating across departmental and agency boundaries,”
locations across the country, but they need to share data. Specialized
storage that provides shared access to data will help these
organizations get the job done.”

2. Make flexible integration a priority.

3. Embrace the need for speed.
“Your analysts, your researchers and your creatives need access
to all of that information, as does your application,” Giordano said.
“And sometimes it needs to be high-speed.” As teams become more
distributed, they need consistent, reliable performance for work to be
Data must be captured in real-time and made quickly and easily
accessible. What’s more, that accessibility can’t deteriorate as your
data load inevitably grows. “Your storage should be able to deliver
not just the performance you need today, but also performance
you’ll need later this year and next year as your data grows and the
demands of your software applications increase,” Giordano said.
“[At Quantum], we strongly encourage our customers to design
storage infrastructure for the performance they need today as well
as the performance they’re going to need tomorrow,” she continued.
Quantum delivers leading streaming performance that meets the
most extreme requirements for data ingest and access, giving
agencies the performance they need to support workloads as they
continue to evolve over time.

Flexibility is key if an agency wants to accommodate a wide range of
users, computing architectures and infrastructures. Quantum’s mutli-tier

“Your storage should be able to deliver not just the performance you need today,
but also performance you’ll need later this year and next year as your data grows
and the demands of your software applications increase.”
-Claire Giordano, Senior Director of Emerging Storage Markets, Quantum
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4. Prepare to scale.
be migrated to an upgraded platform, which can take applications
By prioritizing scalable storage, agency leaders can adopt a storage
strategy that grows along with data needs without interrupting
users. Quantum storage is designed to enable collaboration on
petabytes of data.
By incorporating a variety of storage tiers like object storage and
data well into the future. Quantum’s dense object storage can store
petabytes of data in a single rack, providing high-performance access
even in large-scale deployments. What’s more, as additional capacity
changes to add more storage or even to expand from single-site
Data will automatically be re-spread, as a background process, to

6. Don’t forget the archive.
Additionally, mutli-tier storage lets agencies build a durable, scalable
self-service archive. Giordano said this archive is critical: “When it
comes to national security, you can imagine that when there’s an
incident, you have to be able to dig through your video or information
and understand what else might be planned.”
access to archived data could make or break a critical mission
like cloud or tape across networks and scale as needed provides
agencies with a long-term solution that can last the lifetime of their

7. Remember: it’s all about
the workflow.
Ultimately, Giordano said the storage infrastructure should be chosen
to derive value from their data at every point along the way. That’s

than the technology that powers them.

storage to be able to integrate it easily into whatever a customer’s

5. Leverage the economics of tiering.
Multi-tier storage helps organizations manage the growth of data without
taxing already constrained, public sector budgets. “You want to be able
to scale and store all the data you need, but you also want to be smart

infrastructure that Quantum provides is critical to our customers’

type and cost of storage to the performance and access needs of the
data,” Giordano said. “Big data doesn’t have to mean big spending.”
With a dynamic multi-tier storage solution, government agencies can
manage cost and avoid forced data migrations. High-speed storage can
be reserved for the most critical applications, without having to invest in
expensive storage for data that doesn’t need high-speed access.

Unlocking Value in Data with Multi-Tier Storage
The growth of data being captured and collected
today — and the increased sophistication of the
tools that can be used to exploit this data — presents
both an opportunity and a challenge for government
organizations. While this wealth of information will
undoubtedly lead to increased situational awareness,

Quantum’s multi-tier storage solutions, including
meeting today’s challenging data management
requirements. Quantum provides storage
infrastructure with the performance, access and
scalability that organizations need to unlock the value

handle today’s big data challenges.
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Diﬀerent Use Cases for Big Data in Government
Government organizations are creating and collecting massive amounts of data, but to what
end? How are agencies using that information to accomplish mission objectives? Giordano
outlined several use cases for big data in the public sector.

GEOSPATIAL INTELLIGENCE AND
SURVEILLANCE
With advancements in sensors, cameras and

growing. Satellite and motion imagery technologies
provide valuable data about space, the environment
intelligence and defense agencies.

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

advances in analytics are making the surveillance
footage more useful. Combine these technology
advances with new policies that require the recording
of certain events, and the result is a massive increase
in the amount of video surveillance that needs to be
captured and preserved.

LIFE SCIENCES
declining cost and run times in genomic sequencing,
imaging technology. As these advancements enable
researchers and clinicians to advance science at an
ever faster rate, agencies need storage that allows
them to preserve data for decades.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

draw connections. One important key to success is
storage that balances the performance needed for
to keep data available for long-term study.

ARCHIVES
More and more, agencies recognize the long-term

GOVERNMENT VIDEO
Today, more and more agencies use video to train
employees, communicate across departments
and promote their message to citizens. While
it’s easier than ever to create engaging video
content, the volume of video content presents
new challenges. Higher resolution, more frames
per second, an increased number of cameras and
greater retention capabilities mean a much larger
challenge as agencies manage video.

CYBERSECURITY
With the increase in cybersecurity threats,

agencies need to investigate and quickly resolve
the attack.
Quantum focuses on a domain of cybersecurity
called network forensics that allows agencies to
exactly what was stolen and when. With network
forensics, security teams can look back in time to
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might be even more valuable in the future, when it
can be connected to a future event or repurposed
data archives that protect information for the longterm are a critical part of the data management
strategies employed by agencies today.

About Quantum
Quantum is a leading expert in scale-out storage, archive and
data protection, providing solutions for sharing, preserving and
accessing digital assets over the entire data lifecycle. From small
have trusted Quantum to address their most demanding data
have the end-to-end storage foundation to maximize the value of
their data by making it accessible whenever and wherever needed,
how at www.quantum.com/customerstories.
For more information about Quantum storage solutions, visit:
www.quantum.com
@QuantumGov | @QuantumCorp

About GovLoop
serving as the knowledge network for government. GovLoop
connects more than 200,000 members, fostering crossgovernment collaboration, solving common problems and
advancing government careers. GovLoop is headquartered in
Washington, D.C., with a team of dedicated professionals who
share a commitment to connect and improve government.
For more information about this report, please email us at:
info@govloop.com
www.govloop.com
@GovLoop
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